FocusOn: Sturtevant Offers Complete Line of Material Processing Equipment for Ceramics

Whether it’s air classification or particle size reduction, Sturtevant’s air classifiers, crushers and mills can effectively process your ceramic materials. The Sturtevant Air Classifier will separate a product from a feed stream and also for dedusting. Sturtevant Crushers will reduce friable materials to granules where fines are undesirable, reduce particle size for fine grinding to coarse crushing capabilities. Jet mills, air classifying impact mills and pin mills are used for impact and agitation to grind and classify those materials. Learn about the complete line of ceramic material processing equipment here.

ALFRED UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR NAMED SENIOR MEMBER OF SPIE
S.K. Sundaram is one of 166 worldwide researchers selected for senior membership in SPIE, an international society for optics and photonics.

BIA COMPARISONS DEBUNK MYTHS
A new video and fact sheets from BIA compare brick with other home exteriors and debunk common myths about clay brick vs. its competitors.

CPSC LAUNCHES SMALL BATCH MANUFACTURER REGISTRY
According to the SGCDpro, the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) recently announced it is launching a registry for small batch manufacturers.

Online Extra: 2012 Chemicals Industry Perspective
While the current business environment presents many challenges for chemical companies, specific capabilities can bring success in 2012 and beyond. Click here to read the full article!
EPA PUBLISHES TOXICS RELEASE INVENTORY
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recently released its annual national analysis of the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI).
FULL STORY

FLEISCHER NAMED VP AND CIO OF FERRO
Ferro Corp. recently announced the appointment of John A. Fleischer to the position of vice president and chief information officer (CIO).
FULL STORY

HP PC HIGHLIGHTS USE OF GLASS
The HP ENVY 14 Spectre uses lightweight, scratch-resistant glass on the lid, display, palmrest and HP ImagePad-reportedly an industry first.
FULL STORY

MORGAN TECHNICAL CERAMICS OFFERS BIOCOMPATIBLE COATINGS
A range of Diamonex® diamond-like carbon (DLC) biocompatible coatings is now available that can be used for medical implants.
FULL STORY

RIO TINTO MAKES OFFER FOR HATHOR EXPLORATION
Rio Tinto, through an indirect wholly owned subsidiary, has taken up a total of 119,456,310 Hathor Exploration Ltd.’s common shares.
FULL STORY

TOSHIBA SUPPLIES SILICON NITRIDE BALL BLANKS AND COMPONENTS
Toshiba America Electronic Components Inc. will sell and support silicon nitride bearing ball blanks and engine components.
FULL STORY

CyberPoll
(If you have any trouble with this poll, please choose the option located at the top of the page to view the newsletter as a web page.)

1. Are you familiar with mobile tags or have you used them in the past?
- Yes
- No
- Unsure

2. Comments? (If you'd like your name and company name to be shared, please include this information with your comment.)

Submit

If you do not receive a confirmation page after clicking submit, please click here.

Highlight: SPECIAL SECTION/RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: The Next Stage of Compliance
Compliance with REACH regulation requires companies to have up-to-date information on chemical substances. Click here to read the full article!

Join the Conversation
The Ceramic Industry magazine group on LinkedIn offers a forum for anyone involved in the ceramic, glass and related industries. In addition to networking and information sharing, the group offers many opportunities for discussion. We'd love for you to join the conversation!

Survey Says!
According to a report in the Financial Times, Volkswagen AG recently announced that employees (excluding senior management) will be blocked from receiving work emails on company BlackBerrys after work hours, reportedly to prevent employee burnout. In the last week’s CyberPoll, we asked readers if they would support this initiative at their company. Responses were fairly evenly split, with 45.5% supporting the initiative, 50% against and 4.5% uncertain. This question generated many reader comments. To view them, or to share your own thoughts on this topic, please follow this link.

Share the News
CI CyberNews, that is. Help keep your colleagues informed about the latest goings-on in the industry.
All statements about the companies/products included in this newsletter are manufacturers’ claims, and neither CI CyberNews nor Ceramic Industry endorses any of the products mentioned.
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